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Techniques in Organic Chemistry is the most comprehensive presentation of lab techniques

available for organic chemistry studentsâ€”and the least expensive. This book is intended to serve

as a laboratory textbook of experimental techniques for all students of organic chemistry.Â  It is

written to provide effective support for guided-inquiry and design-based experiments and projects,

as well as for traditional lab experiments. Techniques in Organic Chemistry combines specific

instructions for 3 different kinds of laboratory glassware (miniscale, standard-taper microscale,

Williamson microscale). It offers extensive coverage of spectroscopic techniques and a strong

emphasis on safety issues. It can be used in conjunction with any lab experiments to provide the

background and skills necessary for mastering the organic chemistry laboratory.Â Â Â  The

techniques manual may be purchased separately, or it can be packaged with either version of

Mohrigâ€™s Modern Projects and Experiments in Organic Chemistry or with an instructorâ€™s own

experiments through Freeman Custom Publishing.Â 
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This is a nice fun to read introduction to the lab techniques used in Organic Chemistry I and II. I

really like its coverage of glassware. In my opinion organic chemistry has very unique and evolved

glassware. This book has really good drawings showing the setup of apparatus for diffirent

procedures. It covers some safety which I find very important. I love this book.

I love this book. I bought this book for my organic chemistry lab, but continued to use it throughout



my academic career. The concepts were well explain, and had helpful reference tables. I am

satisfied with this purchase.

This book was purchased for an O chem lab, but the reading had many practical applications that

are incredibly useful for lab-scale chemical processing. Great little tips and rules of thumb that can

make you double your yield on small chemistry experiments. I am no expert, but honestly enjoyed

reading the book

This is a reasonably standard Organic Chemistry text denoting the processes and procedures of

Organic laboratory experiments. This book is a required text for many College level Organic

Chemistry programs.

Lets be real- it is a lab manual for organic chemistry. With that being said, I would definitely

recommend this book for anyone wanting to learn (or brush up) on their techniques of simple

distillation, melting point analysis, and any other common technique concerning laboratory practices

in organic chemistry. The manual was very concise and well written. It was easy to comprehend.

This is a decent lab manual for organic chemistry. It goes through a lot of different lab techniques

done in organic chemistry labs, and even has an outline for a very efficient lab book, which keeps

you organized

This book was required text for my Organic Chem course, although we do not directly use it to

complete the lab, it comes in quite handy as a reference for writing pre-labs and also for information

that was not given in the class lab manual.

I was required to buy this text, for my Organic Chemistry lab, but I am very happy with it. The text is

well written and explains lab techniques thoroughly. It also includes plenty of diagrams, providing

additional clarity for the visual learners. It also came in great condition and on time. Very happy with

my purchase!
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